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A subspace J of an anisotropic Jordan*-triple A is said to be an inner ideal if
 4the subspace J A J is contained in J. An inner ideal J in A is said to be
 .complemented if A is equal to the sum of J and the kernel Ker J of J, defined to
 4be the subspace of A consisting of elements a in A for which J a J is equal to
 4 H0 . The annihilator J of an inner ideal J in A is the inner ideal consisting of
 4  4 Helements a in A such that J a A is equal to 0 . When both J and J are
 .  H.complemented, A can be decomposed into the direct sum of J, Ker J l Ker J
and J H . Modulo six of the generalized Peirce relations this decomposition is a
grading of A of Peirce type. Since an inner ideal in a JBWU-triple is comple-
mented if and only if it is weakU-closed, the result described above applies to all
weakU-closed inner ideals J in a JBWU-triple A. Furthermore, it can be shown
that in this case all except five of the generalized Peirce relations hold, and an
example is given of a weakU-closed inner ideal in a JBWU-triple for which all five
fail to hold, thereby showing that the result is the best possible. It is also shown
that the condition that a weakU-closed inner ideal in a JBWU-triple A leads to a
grading of A which is of Peirce type is equivalent to several other conditions, all of
a topological, rather than algebraic, nature. These results are applied to WU-alge-
bras, spin triples, and the bi-Cayley triple. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the fundamental properties of Jordan pairs, Jordan algebras, and
JordanU-triples is the existence of a Peirce decomposition of the Jordan
pair or Jordan algebra relative to an idempotent or of the JordanU-triple
relative to a tripotent. To be precise, in the case of a JordanU-triple A and
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 .  .  .a tripotent u in A, the linear mappings P u , P u , and P u defined by0 1 2
2 2P u s I y 2 D u , u q Q u , P u s 2 D u , u y Q u , .  .  .  .  .  . .0 1
2P u s Q u , .  .2
 .where, for elements a and b in A, the linear operator D a, b and the
 .conjugate linear operator Q a are defined, for c in A, by
 4  4D a, b c s a b c , Q a c s a c a , .  .
are mutually orthogonal projections on A with sum I. For j equal to 0, 1,
 .  .  .or 2, the range A u of P u is the eigenspace of D u, u relative to thej j
1eigenvalue j. In this case A enjoys the decomposition2
A s A u [ A u [ A u , .  .  .0 1 2
which is called the Peirce decomposition of A relative to u. Moreover, for
 .  .  .j, k, and l equal to 0, 1, or 2, the Peirce spaces A u , A u , and A u0 1 2
satisfy the Peirce rules
A u A u A u : A u .  .  .  . 4j k l jqlyk
when j q l y k is equal to 0, 1, or 2, and
 4A u A u A u s 0 .  .  . 4j k l
otherwise.
The inner ideal structure of Jordan algebras, Jordan pairs, and JordanU-
triples has received considerable attention in the past. See, for example,
w x w x  .26 and 29 . The Peirce two-space A u relative to a tripotent u in the2
JordanU-triple A is an example of an inner ideal. When A is anisotropic
 .  .Hthe Peirce zero-space A u is equal to the annihilator A u of the0 2
 . Hinner ideal A u , where the annihilator B of any subset B of A is2
defined to be the inner ideal in A consisting of elements a in A for which
 4  4B a A is equal to 0 . This paper is concerned with the problem of
determining when an inner ideal J in an anisotropic JordanU-triple A
gives rise to a decomposition of A of Peirce type in which the Peirce
 .  .two-space A J is equal to J, the Peirce zero-space A J is equal to2 0
H  .J , and the Peirce one-space A J is equal to some complement of1
J [ J H .
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w xA recent paper of Loos and Neher 28 suggests a direction in which
progress can be made. An inner ideal J in an anisotropic JordanU-triple A
 .  .is said to be complemented if A coincides with J [ Ker J , where Ker J
 4  4is the space of elements a in A for which J a J is equal to 0 . Observe
H  .that, in this case, the annihilator J of J is a subspace of Ker J . A linear
projection P on A is said to be a structural projection if, for all elements
 .  .a in A, the conjugate linear operators PQ a P and Q Pa are equal. It is
not difficult to show that an inner ideal is complemented if and only if it is
the range of a structural projection. In the case in which the inner ideals J
and J H are both complemented, denoting the corresponding structural
 .  . Hprojections by P J and P J , the natural complement for J [ J is the2 0
 .  H.  .intersection of Ker J and Ker J the projection P J onto which is1
 .  .equal to I y P J y P J . Our first main result shows that under these0 2
conditions, identifying pairs of symmetric relations, all except six of the
generalized Peirce rules hold.
U wThe inner ideal structure in JBW -triples has been studied in 11]13,
x w x17, 18 and many papers, for example 10, 19]21 , have been devoted to a
study of the close relationship which exists between algebraic, geometric,
and topological properties of JBWU-triples. As a consequence of more
w xrecent results to be found in 9, 14, 15 , the situation described above is
much more transparent when the anisotropic JordanU-triple A is a JBWU-
triple. In this case every structural projection is necessarily contractive and
weakU-continuous and, rather more surprisingly, an inner ideal in A is
complemented if and only if it is weakU-closed. Our second main result
shows that in this case the number of generalized Peirce rules which hold
is increased by one, or two if symmetric relations are distinguished. In
addition, an example is given of a weakU-closed inner ideal in a JBWU-tri-
ple for which all five remaining generalized Peirce rules fail to hold,
thereby demonstrating that our result is the best possible in these circum-
stances.
The final main result shows that, for a JBWU-triple A, a purely alge-
braic property of a weakU-closed inner ideal J, namely that all the
generalized Peirce rules hold, is equivalent to several other purely topolog-
ical properties of J, among them being the condition that the generalized
 .Peirce one-projection P J is contractive and the equivalent condition1
 .  .that the linear operator P J y P J is Hermitian.2 0
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 definitions are given,
notation is established and certain preliminary results are described.
Section 3 is devoted to the purely algebraic results for JordanU-triples. In
Section 4 the main results for JBWU-triples are stated and proved and
Section 5 is devoted to applications and examples. In particular it is shown
how the main results apply to WU-algebras, spin triples, and the excep-
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tional JBWU-triple of 2 = 1 matrices over the complex octonions, the
bi-Cayley triple.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Recall that a complex vector space A equipped with a triple product
 .  4a, b, c ¬ a b c from A = A = A to A which is symmetric and linear in
the first and third variables, conjugate linear in the second variable, and,
for elements a, b, c, and d in A, satisfies the identity
 4  4D a, b , D c, d s D a b c , d y D c, d a b 1 .  .  . .  .
 4  4s D a, b c d y D c d a , b , 2 . .  .
w xwhere , denotes the commutator and D is the mapping from A = A to
A defined by
 4D a, b c s a b c , .
is said to be a JordanU-triple. For each element a in A the conjugate linear
 .mapping Q a from A to itself is defined, for each element b in A, by
 4Q a b s a b a . .
A JordanU-triple A is said to be anisotropic if the only element a in A for
 4 Uwhich a a a is equal to zero is zero itself. A subspace B of a Jordan -tri-
 4ple A is said to be a subtriple if B B B is contained in B. A subspace is
 4clearly a subtriple if and only if the element a a a lies in B for each
element a in B. A subspace J of a JordanU-triple A is said to be an inner
 4  4ideal if J A J is contained in J and is said to be an ideal if A A J and
 4 UA J A are contained in J. A subspace J of a Jordan -triple A is said to
 4be a point space if, for each element a in J, a A a is equal to Ca. Every
point space is an inner ideal.
U  4An element u in a Jordan -triple A is said to be a tripotent if u u u is
 .equal to u. The set of tripotents in A is denoted by U A . Let I: A ª A
be the identity map on A. For each tripotent u in the JordanU-triple A,
 .  .  .the linear operators P u , P u , and P u , defined by0 1 2
2 2P u s I y 2 D u , u q Q u , P u s 2 D u , u y Q u , .  .  .  .  .  . .0 1
2P u s Q u , .  .2
 .  .are mutually orthogonal projection operators on A, i.e., P u P u s 0,j k
for j / k, with sum I. These maps are referred to as Peirce projections
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 .relati¨ e to the tripotent u. Their ranges, denoted by A u , j s 0, 1, 2, andj
called Peirce spaces relati¨ e to the tripotent u, give rise to the following
direct sum splitting of A:
A s A u [ A u [ A u . .  .  .0 1 2
This decomposition is called the Peirce decomposition of A relati¨ e to u. The
1 .  4eigenvalues of the linear operator D u, u are contained in the set 0, , 1 .2
 .If jr2, where j is equal to 0, 1, or 2, is an eigenvalue of D u, u then
 .A u is the corresponding eigenspace. For j, k, and l equal to 0, 1, or 2,j
the following Peirce multiplication rules hold:
A u A u A u : A u .  .  .  . 4j k l jykql
when j y k q l is equal to 0, 1, or 2 and
 4A u A u A u s 0 .  .  . 4j k l
otherwise. Moreover,
 4A A u A u s A A u A u s 0 . 4  4 .  .  .  .2 0 0 2
 .Elements u and ¨ in U A are said to be compatible if, for j and k equal
to 0, 1, or 2,
P u , P ¨ s 0. .  .j k
Clearly, u and ¨ are compatible if u lies in a Peirce j-space of ¨ . For
compatible tripotents u and ¨ and for j and k equal to 0, 1, or 2, denote by
 .A u, ¨ or, when no confusion is likely to arise, by A the intersection ofjk jk
 .  .A u and A ¨ . The corresponding orthogonal decomposition of A isj k
said to be the simultaneous Peirce decomposition of A relative to u and ¨ .
Two tripotents u and ¨ are said to be orthogonal if one of the following
 .  .  4equivalent conditions holds: D u, ¨ s 0; D ¨ , u s 0; u u ¨ s 0;
 4  .  .¨ ¨ u s 0; ¨ lies in A u ; u lies in A ¨ . Two tripotents u and ¨ are0 0
 .  .said to be collinear if u lies in A ¨ and ¨ lies in A u . For more details1 1
w xthe reader is referred to 26 .
Let A be a JordanU-triple which is also a Banach space such that D is
 .continuous from A = A to the Banach space B A of bounded linear
 .operators on A, and, for each element a in A, D a, a is Hermitian in the
w xsense of 4, Definition 5.1 , with non-negative spectrum and satisfies
25 5D a, a s a . .
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Then A is said to be a JBU-triple. Every norm closed subtriple of a
U U w x UJB -triple is a JB -triple 24 . Clearly, every JB -triple is anisotropic. A
JBU-triple A which is the dual of a Banach space A# is said to be a
JBW U-triple. In this case the predual A# of A is unique and, for each
 .  . U welement a in A, the operators D a, a and Q a are weak -continuous 2,
x U U3, 7, 8, 23 . It follows that a weak -closed subtriple of a JBW -triple is a
JBWU-triple. Let u be a tripotent in the JBWU-triple A. Then, the Peirce
 .  .  . Uprojections P u , P u and P u are weak -continuous and each Peirce0 1 2
j-space is weakU-closed. For tripotents u and ¨ in A, the following
 .conditions are equivalent: ¨ y u is a tripotent orthogonal to u; Q u ¨ is
equal to u. Writing u F ¨ if either condition holds, it can be seen that
 .U A is a partially ordered set which, when a largest element v is
 .;adjoined, becomes a complete lattice U A . The set of maximal ele-
 .;ments of U A not equal to v is identical to the set of extreme points of
the unit ball A in A. It follows that the weakU-closure of the linear span1
 . w xof U A is A itself. For further details the reader is referred to 10 and
w x16 .
Let E be a complex Banach space. Recall that a linear projection R on
E is said to be an L-projection if, for each element x in E,
5 5 5 5 5 5x s Rx q x y Rx .
A closed subspace which is the range of an L-projection is said to be an
L-summand of E. Let A be a complex Banach space. Recall that a linear
projection S on A is said to be an M-projection if, for each element a
in A,
5 5 5 5 5 5 4a s max Sa , a y Sa .
A closed subspace which is the range of an M-projection is said to be an
 .M-summand of A and A is said to be equal to the M-sum SA [ I y S AM
 . Uof the M-summands SA and I y S A. The mapping R ¬ R is an order
isomorphism from the complete Boolean lattice of L-projections on E
onto the complete Boolean lattice of weakU-continuous M-projections on
its dual space EU. Hence, every closed subspace of E the annihilator of
which is an M-summand in EU is an L-summand of E. A closed subspace
B of A is said to be an M-ideal if its vector space annihilator B8 in the
dual space AU of A is an L-summand in AU. Clearly, every M-summand
w x w xis an M-ideal. For details the reader is referred to 1 and 6 .
3. GENERALIZED PEIRCE STRUCTURE
This section is concerned with the inner ideals of an anisotropic
JordanU-triple. The proofs of the first two results can be extracted from
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w xthose of the corresponding results for Jordan pairs 26, Proposition 10.3 .
Since, in the special case considered here, the proofs are straightforward,
they will be reproduced below.
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be an anisotropic JordanU-triple and let a and b be
 .  .elements in A. If D a, b equals zero then D b, a also equals zero.
 .  .Proof. Suppose that D a, b is zero. It follows by 1 that, for all
elements c, d, and e in A,
c D b , a d e s D a, b d e q c D a, b e 4  4  4 .  .  .
 4y D a, b c d e s 0. .
 .By the anisotropicity of A, D b, a equals zero.
Let B be a non-empty subset of the JordanU-triple A. The subset BH of
A defined by
H  4  4B s a g A : B a A s 0 4
is called the annihilator of B. It follows that, for a tripotent u in A, the
 .H  .  .annihilator A u of A u coincides with A u .2 2 0
LEMMA 3.2. Let A be an anisotropic JordanU-triple. Let B and C be
non-empty subsets of A. Then:
 . Hi B is an inner ideal in A;
 . H  4ii B l B s 0 ;
 . H Hiii B : B ;
 . H Hiv if B : C then C : B .
 .  . HProof. i and ii Clearly B is a subspace of A. Let a be an element
H  .in B , let c and d lie in A, and let b lie in B. Then, by 1 ,
 4  4d a c a b s D b , a c a d 4  .
 4s D c a b , a d q D b , a D c, a d y D c, a D b , a d .  .  .  . .
s 0
 .   4 4  4since D b, a is equal to 0. Therefore A a c a B is equal to 0 . It
 4 Hfollows that a c a lies in B which is therefore an inner ideal. Clearly, if
H  .a is contained B l B then D a, a is equal to 0 and a is equal to zero by
the anisotropy of A.
 .  H 4  4iii Since B B A equals 0 it follows, by Lemma 3.1, that the subset
 H 4  4 H HB B A is equal to 0 . Therefore B : B .
 .iv This is immediate.
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LEMMA 3.3. Let B be a subtriple of the anisotropic JordanU-triple A and
let BH be its annihilator. Then B [ BH is a subtriple of A which contains B
and BH as ideals.
Proof. For a in BH and b in B, making repeated use of Lemma 3.1,
 4  4  4b q a b q a b q a s b b b q a a a
and it follows that B [ BH is a subtriple of A. Observe that, for a in BH
and b and c in B,
 4  4b q a c b q a s b c b ,
which lies in B, and
 4  4b q a b q a c s b b c
which also lies in B. Therefore B, and similarly BH , is an ideal in
B [ BH .
For each non-empty subset B of the anisotropic JordanU-triple A, the
 .  4kernel Ker B of B is the set of elements a in A for which B a B is equal
 4 H  .to 0 . It is clear that the annihilator B of B is contained in Ker B and
 .  4that B and Ker B have intersection 0 . A subtriple B of A is said to be
 .complemented if A coincides with B [ Ker B . A linear projection P on
the anisotropic JordanU-triple A is said to be a structural projection if, for
 .  .each element a in A, the conjugate linear operators PQ a P and Q Pa
w xare equal 27, 28 .
LEMMA 3.4. Let A be an anisotropic JordanU-triple. Then:
 .i A complemented subtriple B is an inner ideal and
A B Ker B : Ker B ; 4 .  .
 .ii the range im P of a structural projection P on A is a complemented
subtriple of A. Moreo¨er,
ker P s Ker im P ; .
 .iii let B be a complemented subtriple of A. Let P be the linear
projection on A such that
B s im P , Ker B s ker P . .
Then P is a structural projection on A.
w xProof. The proof can be found in 9, Lemmas 3.1, 3.3, Theorem 3.4 .
The main purely algebraic result can now be proved.
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THEOREM 3.5. Let A be an anisotropic JordanU-triple and let J be a
complemented inner ideal in A, the annihilator J H of which is also comple-
 .  .mented. Let P J and P J be the structural projections on A with ranges J2 0
H  .  .  .and J , respecti¨ ely, and let P J be the linear operator I y P J y P J .1 2 0
Then:
 .  .  .  .i P J , P J , and P J are mutually orthogonal linear projections0 1 2
 .  .  H.on A with sum I and the range of P J is Ker J l Ker J ;1
 .  .ii the eigen¨alues of the linear operator D J defined by
1D J s I q P J y P J .  .  . .2 02
1 4are contained in the set 0, , 1 . Moreo¨er, jr2, where j is equal to 0, 1, or 2,2
 .  .  .is an eigen¨alue of D J if and only if the range A J of P J is differentj j
 .  .from zero and, if so, then A J is the set of eigen¨ectors of D J withj
eigen¨alue jr2;
 .iii the following conditions hold:
 4  4A A J A J s 0 , A A J A J s 0 ; 3 4  4 .  .  .  .  .0 2 2 0
 .  .iv let j, k, and l be equal to 0, 1, or 2 and suppose that j, k, l is
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .different from 0, 1, 1 , 1, 1, 0 , 1, 0, 1 , 2, 1, 1 , 1, 1, 2 , 1, 2, 1 , 1, 1, 1 ,
 .  .2, 1, 0 , and 0, 1, 2 . Then
A J A J A J : A J 4 .  .  .  .  . 4j k l jqlyk
when j q l y k is equal to 0, 1, or 2 and
 4A J A J A J s 0 5 .  .  .  . 4j k l
otherwise.
 . H  .  H.  .Proof. i Since J : Ker J and J : Ker J it follows that P J ,2
 .  .  .  .P J , and P J are mutually orthogonal. By Lemma 3.4 ii , I y P J1 0 2
 .  .  H.and I y P J are the projections onto Ker J and Ker J , respectively.0
Observe that
I y P J I y P J s I y P J I y P J .  .  .  . .  .  .  .2 0 0 2
s I y P J y P J s P J . .  .  .0 2 1
 .  .  H.Therefore P J maps onto Ker J l Ker J .1
 .  .ii This follows from i and the fact that
1D J s 1 P J q P J q 0 P J . .  .  .  .2 1 02
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 .iii This is immediate from the definition of the annihilator, Lemma 3.1,
and Lemma 3.2.
 .  .  .iv Observe that, from 3 , irrespective of which of the spaces A Jj
 .  .appears in the first position, when A J and A J appear in either order0 2
in the final two positions the triple product is zero. Several other cases
have to be considered.
a A J A J A J : A J , A J A J A J : A J . 4  4 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2
 .  .These hold since A J and A J are subtriples of A.2 0
b A J A J A J : A J , A J A J A J : A J . 4  4 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .0 0 1 1 2 2 1 1
H   ..  .Since the kernel of J is I y P J A, by Lemma 3.4 i ,0
A J A J A J : A J A J I y P J A : I y P J A. 4  4 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .0 0 1 0 0 0 0
 .  .  .  .However, for a and b in A J , c in A J , and d in A J , by 1 ,0 0 0 1 1 2 2
 4  4d a b c d s D d , a b c d 4  .2 0 0 1 2 2 0 0 1 2
 4s D b c d , a d q D d , a D b , c d .  . .0 1 2 0 2 2 0 0 1 2
y D b , c D d , a d .  .0 1 2 0 2
s 0,
 4  .using Lemma 3.1 three times. It follows that a b c lies in Ker J ,0 0 1
  ..  .which coincides with I y P J A. Combining this result with i shows2
that
A J A J A J : I y P J A l I y P J A s A J , 4 .  .  .  .  .  . .  .0 0 1 0 2 1
as required. The second assertion is proved in a similar manner.
 4  4c A J A J A J s 0 , A J A J A J s 0 . 4  4 .  .  .  .  .  .  .0 1 0 2 1 2
 . HSince A J is contained in the kernels of J and J , both of these1
results follow from the definition of the kernel. This completes the proof
of the theorem.
Observe that, because of the symmetry of the triple product, the number
of generalized Peirce rules which have been excluded from consideration
for an inner ideal satisfying the conditions of the theorem is not nine, as
would appear to be the case, but six.
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A complemented inner ideal J in an anisotropic JordanU-triple A, the
annihilator J H of which is also complemented, is said to be a Peirce inner
 .  .ideal if the generalized Peirce rules 4 , 5 hold in all cases.
4. GENERALIZED PEIRCE STRUCTURE IN JBWU-TRIPLES
Since a JBWU-triple A is an anisotropic JordanU-triple, all the results of
the previous section apply to A. However, the purely topological condition
that a JordanU-triple is a JBWU-triple has many algebraic consequences.
U  .Let u be a tripotent in the JBW -triple A. Let A u be the set of2 q
 .  4  4elements in A u of the form b u b , where b is equal to u b u . Notice2
 . U Uthat A u is a weak -closed generating cone in the weak -closed inner2 q
 .ideal A u . For every element a in A there exists a least tripotent,2
 .denoted by r a and referred to as the support of a, such that a lies in
  .. w x  .A r a . It has been shown in 10, 16 that the support r a of a is the2 q
weakU-limit of a sequence of real odd polynomials in a.
LEMMA 4.1. Let B be a non-empty subset of the JBW U-triple A. Then the
annihilator BH of B in A is a weakU-closed inner ideal in A and coincides
with
A r b . . .F 0
bgB
If B is a weakU-closed subtriple of A then
BHs A u . .F 0
 .ugU B
  ..   ..HProof. Let b be an element in B. Since A r b equals A r b0 2
  ..  .   ..and b lies in A r b it follows that, by Lemma 3.2 iv , A r b is2 0
 4H   .. Hcontained in b . Therefore F A r b is contained in B . Con-bg B 0
H  4versely, let a be an element in B . Then, for each element b in B, b a A
 4 Uequals 0 . By the separate weak -continuity of the triple product, it
  .  ..  .follows that D r b , r a vanishes. Therefore r a is an element in the
U   ..weak -closed inner ideal A r b . It follows that a is contained in0
  .. H   ..A r b . This shows that B is a subset of F A r b .0 bg B 0
U  .Let B be a weak -closed subtriple of A. Since U B is a subset of B it
follows that
HHA r b s B : U B s A u . .  .  . .F F0 0
bgB  .ugU B
 .If b lies in B then so does its support r b . This completes the proof.
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LEMMA 4.2. Let B be a weakU-closed subtriple of the JBW U-triple A and
 .  4let M B be the set of elements a in A for which the set a B B is contained in
B. Then:
 .  . Ui M B is a weak -closed subtriple of A in which B is an ideal;
 .  . Uii M B is the greatest weak -closed subtriple of A which contains B
as an ideal;
 . H  .  .iii the annihilator B of B in A is an ideal in M B and M B
coincides with the M-sum B [ BH of its ideals B and BH .M
Proof. The separate weakU-continuity of the triple product and the fact
U  . Uthat B is weak -closed imply that M B is weak -closed. The remaining
 .  . w x wparts of the proofs of i and ii can be found in 5, Theorem 2.1 . By 2,
x UTheorem 3.2; 23, Lemmas 4.3, 4.4 , there exists a weak -closed ideal K in
 .M B such that
M B s B [ K . M
w xand, by 30, Chapter IV, Theorem 3.6 ,
K s M B u . .  .F 0
 .ugU B
 .  .  .Since, for each tripotent u in B, M B u is a subset of A u it follows0 0
that, by Lemma 4.1, K is contained in BH . On the other hand, by Lemma
3.3, B [ BH is a subtriple of A in which B is an ideal. Let C be the
weakU-closure of B [ BH , a weakU-closed subtriple of A containing B.
 . HLet a be an element of C and let a be a net in B [ B converging toa
a in the weakU-topology. Since B is an ideal in B [ BH , for elements b
 4. Uand c in B, b c a is a net in B which, by the separate weak -continuitya
 4 wof the triple product, converges to b c a . It follows from 5, Proposition
x  .1.3 , that B is an ideal in C. By ii it can be seen that C is contained in
 .M B . Therefore,
M B s B [ K : B [ BH: C : M B .  .M
 .and the proof of iii is complete.
U  .The weak -closed subtriple M B described in Lemma 4.2 is said to be
w xthe multiplier triple of B in A 5 . Recall that an inner ideal in an
anisotropic JordanU-triple is complemented if and only if it is the range of
a structural projection. The proof of the following results can be found in
w x15, Corollary 4.8; 9, Theorem 5.4 .
LEMMA 4.3. Let A be a JBW U-triple. Then:
 . Ui A structural projection on A is contracti¨ e and weak -continuous;
 . Uii an inner ideal in A is complemented if and only if it is weak -closed.
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When combined with Lemma 4.1, this remarkable result shows that the
conditions of Theorem 3.4 apply to every weakU-closed inner ideal in a
JBWU-triple.
LEMMA 4.4. Let A be a JBW U-triple, let J be a weakU-closed inner ideal in
H  .  .  .A with annihilator J and multiplier triple M J , and let P J and P J be2 0
the structural projections on A with ranges J and J H , respecti¨ ely. Then the
 .  . Ulinear operator P J q P J is a weak -continuous contracti¨ e linear projec-2 0
 .tion with range M J .
 .Proof. From Theorem 3.5 i , Lemma 4.2, and Lemma 4.3, it remains
 .  .only to show that the linear projection P J q P J is contractive. For2 0
 .  . Heach element a in A, the elements P J a and P J a lie in J and J ,2 0
 .respectively. Therefore, by Lemma 4.2 iii ,
P J q P J a s P J a q P J a .  .  .  . .2 0 2 0
s max P J a , P J a 4 .  .2 0
5 5F a ,
 .  .  .since, by Lemma 4.3 i , both P J and P J are contractive.2 0
It is now possible to prove the main result about the generalized Peirce
decomposition of a JBWU-triple.
THEOREM 4.5. Let A be a JBW U-triple, let J be a weakU-closed inner ideal
H  .  .in A with annihilator J , let P J and P J be the structural projections on2 0
H  .A with ranges J and J , respecti¨ ely, and let P J be the linear operator1
 .  .I y P J y P J . Then:2 0
 .  .  .  . Ui P J , P J , and P J are mutually orthogonal weak -continuous0 1 2
 .  .linear projections on A with sum I and the range of P J is Ker J l1
 H.Ker J ;
 . Uii the eigen¨alues of the norm- and weak -continuous linear operator
 .D J defined by
1D J s I q P J y P J .  .  . .2 02
1 4are contained in the set 0, , 1 . Moreo¨er, jr2, where j is equal to 0, 1, or 2,2
 .  .  .is an eigen¨alue of D J if and only if the range A J of P J is differentj j
 .  .from zero and, if so, then A J is the set of eigen¨ectors of D J withj
eigen¨alue jr2;
 .iii the following conditions hold:
 4  4A A J A J s 0 , A A J A J s 0 ; 4  4 .  .  .  .0 2 2 0
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 .  .iv let j, k, and l be equal to 0, 1, or 2 and suppose that j, k, l is
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .different from 0, 1, 1 , 1, 1, 0 , 1, 0, 1 , 2, 1, 1 , 1, 1, 2 , 1, 2, 1 , and 1, 1, 1 .
Then
A J A J A J : A J .  .  .  . 4j k l jqlyk
when j q l y k is equal to 0, 1, or 2 and
 4A J A J A J s 0 .  .  . 4j k l
otherwise.
Proof. By Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 4.3, it remains to show that
A J A J A J : A J . 4 .  .  .  .0 1 2 1
 .  .Since, by Lemma 4.4, the projection P J q P J is contractive, it2 0
w xfollows from the results of 25 that, for all elements a and b in A, the
conditional expectation formula
P J q P J a P J q P J b P J q P J a 4 .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .0 2 0 2 0 2
s P J q P J P J q P J a b P J q P J a 4 .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .0 2 0 2 0 2
holds. Let
a s a q a q a , b s b q b q b0 1 2 0 1 2
be the decompositions of a and b, such that, for j equal to 0, 1, or 2, aj
 .and b lie in A J . Thenj j
 4  4a b a q a b a0 0 0 2 2 2
 4s P J q P J a q a b q b q b a q a .  . .0 2 0 2 0 1 2 0 2
 4  4  4s P J q P J a b a q a b a q a b a .  . . 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 1 0
 4  4q2 a b a q a b a .0 1 2 2 1 2
 4  4  4s P J q P J a b a q a b a q 2 a b a .  . .  .0 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 1 2
 4  4  4s a b a q a b a q 2 P J q P J a b a . .  . .0 0 0 2 2 2 0 2 0 1 2
 4It follows that a b a is contained in the kernel of the projection0 1 2
 .  .  .P J q P J , which is, of course, A J . This completes the proof.2 0 1
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Observe that, because of the symmetry of the triple product, the number
of generalized Peirce rules which have not been considered for an arbi-
trary weakU-closed inner ideal in a JBWU-triple is not seven, as would
appear to be the case, but five. The following result is immediate from
Theorem 4.5.
COROLLARY 4.6. A weakU-closed inner ideal J in a JBW U-triple A is a
Peirce inner ideal if and only if
A J A J A J : A J , A J A J A J : A J , 4  4 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .0 1 1 0 2 1 1 2
A J A J A J : A J , A J A J A J : A J , 4  4 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1 0 1 2 1 2 1 0
A J A J A J : A J . 4 .  .  .  .1 1 1 1
In the next section an example will be given of a weakU-closed inner
ideal in a JBWU-triple for which all five of these rules fail to hold. This
implies that the result stated in Theorem 4.5 is the best possible in the
class of JBWU-triples.
COROLLARY 4.7. E¨ery weakU-closed ideal in a JBW U-triple is a Peirce
inner ideal.
w x UProof. By 30, Chapter IV, Theorem 3.5 , for each weak -closed ideal J
U  .  4in the JBW -triple A, the Peirce one-space A J is equal to 0 . The1
result follows from Corollary 4.6.
The stage has now been reached where the principal result of the paper
can be proved. The method of proof owes much to the work of Friedman
w xand Russo 19 .
THEOREM 4.8. Let A be a JBW U-triple, let J be a weakU-closed inner ideal
H  .  .in A with annihilator J , let P J and P J be the structural projections on2 0
H  .A with ranges J and J , respecti¨ ely, and let P J be the linear projection1
 .  .I y P J y P J . Then the following are equi¨ alent:2 0
 . Ui The weak -closed inner ideal J in A is a Peirce inner ideal;
 .ii for each complex number z of unit modulus the bounded linear
 .operator S z defined by
S z s P J q zP J q z 2P J .  .  .  .0 1 2
is an isometry from A onto A;
 .  .  .iii the bounded linear operator P J y P J from A into A is Hermi-2 0
tian;
 .  .  .iv the bounded linear operator 2 P J q 2 P J y I is an isometry2 0
from A onto A;
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 .  .v the linear projection P J on A is contracti¨ e.1
 .  . w x  .Proof. i « ii By 24, Proposition 5.5 , it is enough to show that S z
 .is an algebraic isomorphism from A onto A. Since S z is linear it is
sufficient to show that, for each element a in A,
 4S z a a a s S z a S z a S z a . 4 .  .  .  .
Let
a s a q a q a0 1 2
be the decomposition of a, such that, for j equal to 0, 1, or 2, a lies inj
 .A J . Then, using the generalized Peirce rules,j
2
 4  4S z a a a s S z a a a .  .  j k l /j, k , ls0
2
jq lyk  4s z a a a . j k l
j, k , ls0
 .  .  .However, by orthogonality of the projections P J , P J , and P J ,0 1 2
S z a s a q za q z 2a . 0 1 2
and, therefore,
2
jq lyk  4S z a S z a S z a s z a a a , 4 .  .  .  j k l
j, k , ls0
as required. Moreover,
S z S z s S z S z s I , .  .  .  .
 .and it follows that S z is an isomorphism onto A.
 .  .ii m iii Notice that, for real numbers s and t,
S eit s P J q eit I y P J y P J q e2 i tP J .  .  .  .  . .0 2 0 2
and
S ei sqt . s S ei s S eit . .  .  .
Since
d
itS e s i I q P J y P J .  .  . .ts0 2 0dt
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it follows that
i tS e s exp it I q P J y P J . .  .  . .2 0
w x  i t.By 4, Lemma 5.2 , the bounded linear operator S e is an isometry if and
 .  .only if the bounded linear operator I q P J y P J is Hermitian. Since2 0
the set of Hermitian bounded linear operators on A is a real vector space
 i t.containing I it can be seen that S e is an isometry if and only if the
 .  .bounded linear operator P J y P J is Hermitian.2 0
 .  .iii « iv Observe that the bounded linear operator
2 P J q 2 P J y I s P J y P J q P J s S y1 , .  .  .  .  .  .2 0 0 1 2
and is therefore an isometry from A onto A.
 .  .iv « v Observe that
1 1P J s I y P J y P J s I y 2 P J q 2 P J y I . .  .  .  .  . .1 2 0 2 02 2
Therefore,
1 15 5P J F I q 2 P J q 2 P J y I s 1, .  .  .1 2 02 2
as required.
 .  .v « i Five conditions need to be verified.
a A J A J A J : A J . 4 .  .  .  .  .1 1 1 1
 .  .It follows from Lemma 4.4 that both P J and I y P J are contrac-1 1
w xtive linear projections. Therefore, by 20, Proposition 3.1 , it can be seen
 .  .that the range A J of P J is a subtriple of A and the proof is1 1
complete.
b A J A J A J : A J , A J A J A J : A J . 4  4 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .0 1 1 0 2 1 1 2
 .  .Let a be an element of A J , let b and c be elements of A J , and0 0 1 1 1
 .  .let d be an element of A J . Then, by the identity 2 ,2 2
 4  4d a b c d s D d , a b c d 4  .2 0 1 1 2 2 0 1 1 2
 4s D b c d , a d q D d , a D b , c d .  . .1 1 2 0 2 2 0 1 1 2
y D b , c D d , a d .  .1 1 2 0 2
s 0,
 .since D d , a is equal to zero. It follows that2 0
A J A J A J : Ker J s A J [ A J . 4 .  .  .  .  .  .0 1 1 0 1
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w x  .  .However, by 20, Theorem 3 , since P J is contractive and A J is a1 1
subtriple of A, for a, b, and c in A,
P J a P J b P J c s P J a P J b P J c . 4  4 .  .  .  .  .  .1 1 1 1 1 1
Therefore, with a , b , and c as above,0 1 1
 4P J a b c s P J a b c s 0. 4 .  .1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1
It follows that
A J A J A J : ker P J s A J [ A J . 4 .  .  .  .  .  .0 1 1 1 0 2
Hence
A J A J A J : A J [ A J l A J [ A J 4 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .0 1 1 0 1 0 2
s A J , .0
as required. The second assertion is proved in a similar manner.
c A J A J A J : A J , A J A J A J : A J . 4  4 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1 0 1 2 1 2 1 0
 .Observe that, by 1 ,
A J A J A J : Ker A J s A J [ A J . 4 .  .  .  .  .  . .1 0 1 0 2 1
w x  .  .However, by 25 , since P J is contractive and A J is a subtriple of A,1 1
for all elements a, b, and c in A,
P J P J a b P J c s P J a P J b P J c . 4  4 .  .  .  .  .  .1 1 1 1 1 1
 .  .Therefore, with a and c in A J and b in A J ,1 1 1 0 0
 4P J a b c s a P J b c s 0 4 .  .1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
and it follows that
A J A J A J : ker P J s A J [ A J . 4 .  .  .  .  .  . .1 0 1 1 2 0
Hence
A J A J A J : A J [ A J l A J [ A J 4 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .1 0 1 2 1 2 0
s A J , .2
as required. The second part is proved in a similar manner, thereby
completing the proof.
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5. EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS
The first example of a JBWU-triple to be considered is that of a
U w xW -algebra A for the properties of which the reader is referred to 31
w x Uand 32 . The triple product of elements a, b, and c in the W -algebra A
is given by
1 U U 4a b c s ab c q cb a . .2
For the proof that, with this triple product, the WU-algebra A does indeed
U w xform a JBW -triple the reader is referred to 33 . The set of partial
 .  .isometries in A coincides with the set U A and the set P A of
projections in A coincides with the principal ideal in the complete lattice
 .;  .U A consisting of those elements in U A dominated by the identity
element 1 of A. The main result concerning WU-algebras is the following.
THEOREM 5.1. E¨ery weakU-closed inner ideal in a W U-algebra is a Peirce
inner ideal.
w x UProof. By 11, Theorem 3.16 , for each weak -closed inner ideal J in
U  .the W -algebra A, there exist a unique pair e, f of projections in A
having the same central support such that J coincides with eAf. Moreover,
e s uuU , f s uU u.E E
 .  .ugU J ugU J
Notice that if a partial isometry ¨ lies in J H then, for all partial
isometries u in J,
¨¨U uuU s uuU ¨¨U s 0
and it follows that ¨¨U F 1 y e and ¨U ¨ F 1 y f. Hence,
1 y e ¨ 1 y f s ¨ , .  .
 .  .which shows that ¨ is contained in the inner ideal 1 y e A 1 y f . Since
the weakU-closed inner ideal J H is weakU-linearly generated by its set of
H  .  .tripotents, it can be seen that J is contained in 1 y e A 1 y f . On the
other hand,
 41 y e A 1 y f eAf A s 0 4 .  .
 .  . Hand the inner ideal 1 y e A 1 y f is contained in J . Therefore, in
generalized Peirce notation,
A J s 1 y e A 1 y f , A J s eA 1 y f q 1 y e Af , .  .  .  .  .  .0 1
A J s eAf . .2
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Simple calculations now show that the outstanding five generalized Peirce
rules hold.
Applications of Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 4.8 yield the following results
for WU-algebras.
COROLLARY 5.2. Let e and f be projections in a W U-algebra A ha¨ing the
same central support. Then:
 .i For each complex number z of unit modulus the bounded linear
mapping
a ¬ 1 y e a 1 y f q z ea 1 y f q 1 y e af q z 2eaf .  .  .  . .
is an isometry from A onto A;
 .ii the bounded linear operator
a ¬ ea q af y a
is Hermitian;
 .iii the bounded linear operator
a ¬ 4eaf y 2 ea y 2 af q a
is an isometry from A onto A;
 .iv the bounded linear operators
a ¬ eaf q 1 y e a 1 y f , a ¬ ea 1 y f q 1 y e af .  .  .  .
are contracti¨ e;
 .v for elements a and b in A,
5 5eaf q 1 y e b 1 y f s max eaf , 1 y e b 1 y f . 4 .  .  .  .
The second example considered is that of a spin triple. Let A be a
complex Hilbert space and let a ¬ a be a conjugation on A. For elements
a, b, and c in A, let
 :  :  : 4a b c s a, b c q c, b a y a, c b ,
 :where a, b denotes the inner product in A of the elements a and b.
w x UThen, using the results of 22, Section 2 A is a JBW -triple with respect
to the norm, which is equivalent to the Hilbert space norm, given by
1r222 25 5  :  : < : <a s a, a q a, a y a, a . . .
Then A is said to be a spin triple. Since A is reflexive, subspaces of A are
norm closed if and only if they are weakU-closed. In order to study inner
ideals in A the following lemma is needed.
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LEMMA 5.3. Let A be a spin triple and let B be a non-zero closed subspace
of A. Then:
 .  :i B is a subtriple of A if and only if either B and B coincide or B, B
is equal to zero;
 .ii B is an inner ideal in A if and only if either B and A coincide or
 :B, B is equal to zero;
 .iii if B is an ideal in A then B is equal to A.
 .  4Proof. i Let a, b, and c be elements of B. Then, clearly a b c lies in
 :B if and only if a, c b lies in B. Suppose that there exists an element b in
B such that b does not lie in B. Then b is different from zero and it
 :follows that B, B is equal to zero. On the other hand, if there exist
 :elements a and c in A such that a, c is non-zero, then B is contained in
B. The converse is easily seen to hold.
 .ii An argument similar to that given above applies when a and c lie in
B and b lies in A to show that B is an inner ideal if and only if B is equal
to A or the second possibility occurs.
 .iii Observe that the inner ideal B is an ideal if and only if, for a in B
 :  :and c in A, the element a, a c q c, a a lies in B, a condition which
 4holds if and only if B is equal to A or 0 .
Notice that since the spin triple A has no non-trivial closed ideals it is a
JBWU-factor.
LEMMA 5.4. Let A be a spin triple and let B be a closed subspace of A.
Then B is an inner ideal in A if and only if it is a point space.
Proof. Every point space is an inner ideal. Conversely, using Lemma
5.3, for elements a in the inner ideal B and b in A,
 : 4a b a s 2 b , a a,
and B is a point space.
Let J be a proper norm-closed inner ideal in the spin triple A and let
 .j be a complete orthonormal system for the Hilbert space J.j jg L
 .Observe that, by Lemma 5.3 ii and Lemma 5.4, for j and k in L,
 :  :  :j j j s j , j j q j , j j y j , j j 4j j k j j k k j j j k j
s j q d j .k jk k
 y1r2 .It follows that 2 j is a family of mutually collinear tripotents inj jg L
A. The following result describes the Peirce inner ideals in a spin triple.
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THEOREM 5.5. Let A be a spin triple and let J be a norm-closed inner ideal
 1r2 .in A ha¨ing a complete orthonormal system 2 u . Then:j jg L
 .  .i The structural projection P J on A with range J is gi¨ en by2
P J s P u , .  .2 2 j
jgL
where con¨ergence is in the strong operator topology;
 .ii if J has dimension greater than one then J is a Peirce inner ideal if
and only if J coincides with the orthogonal complement of J in A.
 .Proof. i Observe that, for elements j in L and a in A,
 :  1r2 : 1r2P u a s 2 a, u u s a, 2 u 2 u . .2 j j j j j
Therefore, the orthogonal projection P from the Hilbert space A onto the
closed subspace J is given by
P s P u . . 2 j
jgL
However, for elements a and b in A,
 :  :  : 4Pa b Pa s 2 Pa, b Pa y Pa, Pa b s 2 Pa, b Pa,
 .by Lemma 5.3 ii , and
 :  : 4P a Pb a s P 2 a, Pb a y a, a Pb .
 :  :s 2 a, Pb Pa y a, a P Pb . .
 :s 2 Pa, b Pa,
since P is self-adjoint and Pb is orthogonal to J. It follows that P is the
structural projection from A onto J.
 .  .ii Observe that, for an element j in L, the Peirce zero-space A u0 j
 .consists precisely of those elements a in A for which D u , u a is equalj j
 .to zero. It follows that a lies in A u if and only if0 j
 :  :a s 2 u , a u y 2 a, u u .j j j j
 .Taking the inner product with u on both sides and using Lemma 5.3 ii , itj
 .  :follows, for a in A u , that a, u is equal to zero and a is a multiple of0 j j
u . Conversely,j
1  :  :D u , u u s u q u , u u y u , u u s 0. .j j j j j j j j j j2
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 .Therefore A u coincides with Cu . If the dimension of J is greater than0 j j
one then, from above,
H  4J : A u s 0 . .F 0 j
jgL
 .  .  .  .  .In this case P J is given by i , P J is equal to I y P J , and P J is2 1 2 0
 .  .equal to zero. It follows from i that A J is the orthogonal complement1
 .  .of J in the Hilbert space A and, by Lemma 5.3 ii , J is contained in A J .1
 .Suppose that J is a Peirce inner ideal in A. Then, by Corollary 4.6, A J1
 .is a subtriple of A. Therefore, by Lemma 5.3 i , either A J coincides .1
 .  .with A J or A J is contained in the orthogonal complement of A J .1 1 1
 .which is J. In the first case it follows that J is contained in A J , a1
 .contradiction. Therefore J equals A J . Conversely, if this condition1
 .holds then A J coincides with J and A J is a norm-closed inner ideal .1 1
1r2 .  .in A. Since 2 u is then a complete orthonormal system for A J ,j jg L 1
 .  .it follows from i that the structural projection onto A J is contractive.1
Therefore, by Theorem 4.8, J is a Peirce inner ideal.
Notice that when A is a finite-dimensional spin triple and the dimension
of A is odd, the only non-trivial Peirce inner ideals are those which are
one-dimensional. However, when A is of even dimension, there exist
Peirce inner ideals in A of dimension half that of A itself.
The final example considered is the case when A is the exceptional
JBWU-triple B8 of 2 = 1 matrices over the complex octonions, for the1, 2
w x w xdefinition and properties of which the reader is referred to 26 and 30 . It
w xfollows from 17, Theorem 3.6 that non-trivial inner ideals in A are of the
 .form A u for some tripotent u in A or are point spaces of dimension2
 « 4not less than two. Let e : j s 1, 2, . . . , 8, « s " be the bi-Cayley grid forj
 w x.A see 30, Chapter 2, p. 78 , and consider the collinear pair of tripotents
eq and eq in A. Let J be the point space1 2
A eq q A eq s Ceqq Ceq. .  .2 1 2 2 1 2
Consider the simultaneous Peirce decomposition
2
A s A jk
j, ks0
of A relative to eq and eq. It is clear that, by collinearity, the inner ideals1 2
 4A , A , and A are all equal to 0 . It follows that the generalized22 20 02
Peirce decomposition relative to the weakU-closed inner ideal J in the
JBWU-triple A is given by
A J s Ceqq Ceq, A J s A , A J s A q A q A . .  .  .2 1 2 0 00 1 11 10 01
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Calculations show that A is of dimension two, A is of dimension six,00 11
and A and A are both of dimension three. Moreover, the following10 01
triple products are non-zero:
 4 q  4A A A , Ce A A , A A A , 400 01 11 1 11 01 01 00 10
 4  4A A A , A A A .11 21 11 01 11 10
Using the Peirce rules for eq and eq, it follows that1 2
 4A J A J A J s A A q A q A A q A q A 4 .  .  .0 1 1 00 11 01 10 11 01 10
 4  4: A q A A A q A A A .00 00 01 11 00 10 11
 4However, the non-zero space A A A is contained in A , and A00 01 11 10 10
 .   .  .  .4is contained in A J . Therefore A J A J A J is not contained in1 0 1 1
 .A J . Similarly,0
A J A J A J : Ceqq Ceqq Ceq A A 4 4 .  .  .2 1 1 1 2 1 11 01
q Ceq A A 42 11 01
s A J q Ceq A A q Ceq A A . 4  4 .2 1 11 01 2 11 01
 q 4The non-zero space Ce A A is contained in A and A is1 11 01 11 11
 .   .  .  .4contained in A J . It follows that A J A J A J is not contained in1 2 1 1
 .   .  .  .4A J . Similar methods show that the space A J A J A J is not2 1 0 1
 .   .  .  .4contained in A J , the space A J A J A J is not contained in2 1 2 1
 .  .A J , and A J is not a subtriple of A. This yields the following result0 1
which proves that Theorem 4.8 contains no redundancy.
THEOREM 5.6. Let A be the exceptional JBW U-triple factor B8 of 2 = 11, 2
matrices o¨er the complex octonions. Then there exists a weakU-closed inner
ideal J in A for which all fi¨ e generalized Peirce rules
A J A J A J : A J , A J A J A J : A J , 4  4 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .0 1 1 0 2 1 1 2
A J A J A J : A J , A J A J A J : A J , 4  4 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1 0 1 2 1 2 1 0
A J A J A J : A J 4 .  .  .  .1 1 1 1
fail to hold.
In fact a detailed analysis of the point spaces in the exceptional
JBWU-triple factor A, each of which is of dimension two, three, four, or
five, shows the following result, the calculations involved in its proof being
left to the conscientious reader.
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THEOREM 5.7. Let A be the exceptional JBW U-triple factor B8 of 2 = 11, 2
matrices o¨er the complex octonions and let J be a non-tri¨ ial inner ideal in A.
 .Then J is a Peirce inner ideal if and only if J is the Peirce two-space A u2
relati¨ e to some tripotent u in A.
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